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This stock is constantly changing so please
contact us to check availability before coming a long distance
to look at a specific instrument. Unless otherwise stated, we give a three month warranty
on Secondhand instruments. E&OE
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Bb CLARINETS
SH-124-0039

S/H Clarinet - Artley USA Prelude Student 96900 Plastic body, Nickel plated keys, Gig case - READY TO
PLAY

£135.00

*Basic student starter model from the USA in excellent playing condition. Wood-look matte finish to the body, non-original
plastic barrel. Recently serviced in our workshop. An inexpensive way to begin clarinet study.
SH-135-0226

S/H Clarinet - Selmer Bundy Student Plastic body 1205673, Nickelplated keywork, Hardshell case - READY
TO PLAY

£160.00

*A student clarinet from the USA, the Selmer Bundy is a standard band instrument and this example is in good condition,
little used with shiny keywork.
SH-200-0508

S/H Clarinet - Elkhart ( USA ) Student 906247 Plastic body, Nickelplated keys, Original case - READY TO
PLAY

£160.00

*A basic starter clarinet with plastic body for lightness and durability. Outfitted with a Buffet student mouthpiece and
protective hardshell case.
SH-135-0187

S/H Clarinet - Selmer Bundy Plastic body Student 588633 Nickel plate keywork, Original hard case - READY
TO PLAY

£160.00

*A USA Selmer Bundy clarinet in good condition. Shiny nickel plated keys, original ebonite mouthpiece and original
compact hard case. Ready to start off any beginner. Easy blowing and robust build quality.
SH-121-0031

S/H Clarinet - Boosey & Hawkes B&H Regent Student 489888 Plastic body, Nickelplated keys, Gig case - IN
WORKSHOP

£175.00

*A basic older student model clarinet from Boosey & Hawkes. Lightweight and easy to hold these clarinets were a mainstay
of education use for years. Shows some wear but playing well and recently serviced. Supplied in gig case with strap.
SH890

S/H Clarinet - Boosey & Hawkes B&H Regent Student 199042 Plastic body, Nickel plated keys, Original case READY TO PLAY

£175.00

*A good condition older student model which has been well maintained. The outfit includes the original case, a Yamaha 6C
mouthpiece and folding stand. A great way to begin clarinet study on a budget.
SH-135-0224

S/H Clarinet - Vito 7213 USA Student Reso-Tone Plastic body C81209 Nickleplate keywork, Original case READY TO PLAY

£180.00

*A robust student clarinet from Vito in good condition. Responsive and rewarding to play. Will serve any begiinner for years
of early learning. New student plastic mouthpiece.
SH-77-0081

S/H Clarinet - Vito Student plastic body 7213 B75865 Shiny nickel plated keys, Original m/p & case - READY
TO PLAY

£195.00

*A well built and robust student clarinet from Vito. Reliable and rewarding to play with accurate intonation and good
response. This instrument is little used and in very good condition.
SH882

S/H Clarinet - Buffet B12 Student Plastic body 648969 Nickel plated keys, Original m/p, Gig case - READY
TO PLAY

£195.00

*The most often recommended student clarinet, popular with teachers and players, the Buffet B12 is lightweight, easily
responsive and colourful in tone quality. This is a good condition instrument that will serve any beginniner for years.
SH-135-0242

S/H Clarinet - Yamaha YCL26 Student 014051 Shiny plastic body, Nickelplated keys, Yamaha 6C m/p READY TO PLAY

£205.00

*This YCL26 clarinet is an early student model in very good shape having been well maintained. It is supplied with its
original case. A fine outfit which any learner could use for years and years.
SH-146-0037

S/H Clarinet - Buffet B12 Good condition plastic body, 325135, shiny nickel plate keys, Original case - IN
WORKSHOP

*A teacher's popular recommendation for many years now the B12 from Buffet represents good value in a quality student
instrument. Easy blowing, lightweight to hold and encouraging to play. This example will serve for many years to come.

Tuesday 10.30 to 7.00pm, Wednesday to Saturday 9.30 to 5.30
All goods remain the property of Wood Wind & Reed until paid in full. VAT no. GB 386058230. WWR Ltd

£215.00
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SH751

S/H Clarinet - B&H Regent 125872 Wooden body, Mazak keys, wood frame case - READY TO PLAY

£225.00

No vendor paperwork found 2019, possible donation - to be sold as SH751 and considered as WWR stock.
Status unclear at 09/19 - no vendor paperwork found, possible donation. Decision to continue to store in shop taken 19/9/19 tt/tdb
SH889

S/H Clarinet - Buffet B12 Student 656140 Plastic body, Shiny nickelplate keywork, Original case - READY TO
PLAY

£225.00

*A popular, quality recommendation in student starter clarinet, the B12 has a reputation for easy playing, encouraging
performance that will see a beginner through many years of learning. A teacher's favourite.
SH892

S/H Clarinet - Buffet B12 Student 1005043 Plastic body, silverplated keys, Original case & m/p - READY TO
PLAY

£240.00

*This is a very popular teacher recommendation for beginners of any age in good condition. Lightweight, easily responsive
and with a bright and colourful tone. The Buffet B12 will serve for years of early learning.
SH-4-0006

S/H Clarinet - Yamaha YCL26II Student 015405 Plastic body, silverplated keywork, Original hard case - IN
WORKSHOP

£250.00

*This YCL26II clarinet from Yamaha is a highly recommended student model in good condition. Supplied with a Vandoren
B45 moutpiece with a Rovner ligature and cap this outfit will serve any player for years of learning and enjoyment.
SH156

S/H Clarinet - Selmer Professional P1824, Full Boehm, Wooden body, nickel silver keys - SERVICING
REQUIRED *DM

£300.00

Old Selmer brown case, worn with torn lining.Nickel silver keywork. Full Boehm circa 1952 with LH 3 finger ring and
articulated C#/G#. Vandoren B46 mouthpiece. Original Selmer metal cap.
SH-135-0251

S/H Clarinet - Yamaha YCL255S Student 65456 VGC with silverplated keys, Original m/p & case - READY
TO PLAY

£325.00

*This is a great value, student instrument from Yamaha. In very good condition and playing well. Supplied in its original,
highly protective case with a 4C mouthpiece. Lovely tone and response. Sure to encourage anyone.
SH864

S/H Clarinet - Evette Masters Model by Buffet, D26423. Wooden body, Nickelplated keys, 5RV m/p - READY
TO PLAY

£750.00

*An older but still very good condition wooden clarinet with a lovely tone. The keywork shows little wear. With a Vandoren
5RV mouthpiece and a new, lightweight gig case. This Evette plays like an E13 Buffet - colourful and responsive.
SH905

S/H Clarinet - Buffet R13 Wooden professional 128944 Pool plating condition but instrument blows very well IN WORKSHOP

£1,175.00

*A vintage R13 with a huge sound! Plays beautifully. The pricing of this instrument represents the state of the keywork which
has bubbled. Supplied in a Yamaha custom pouchette case with Vandoren B45 mouthpiece.
SH876

S/H Clarinet - Yamaha Custom CSV 01636 Wooden, Silverplated keywork, Original case & cover - READY
TO PLAY

£1,375.00

SH896

S/H Clarinet - Buffet R13 Greenline 452108 Silverplated keys, Vandoren B45 m/p, Original leather case - IN
WORKSHOP

£1,550.00

*This Greenline model professional Buffet R13 is an excellent value having been well cared for and looking good. The
reconstituted grenadilla used in the manufacture resists cracking and maintains the same great R13 tone quality.

CLARINETS IN A
SH720

S/H Clarinet - Clarinet in A BUffet Vintage, Ex-Demo, wooden S/P keys, 2 barrels. delux double case *DM READY TO PLAY

£2,985.00

PAIRS OF CLARINETS
SH-135-0111

S/H Clarinet - PAIR - Strasser King Paris, Bb 28238 | A 2960, Wooden body, nickelplate keys - READY TO
PLAY *DM

£795.00

Wood-frame, hard, black, double case. Good condition older pair with a lovely tone. Little known name but with a great
pedigree. 'Jump' style top joint side keys. Excellent value way to experience orchestral playing with a pair of clarinets
SH583

S/H Clarinet - PAIR - B&H Symphony 1010 Bb 4485xx / A 4428xx Acton Vent, VGC, Double case, Leather
cover - READY TO PLAY

£1,495.00

*Very well maintained PAIR of Boosey & Hawkes 1010 clarinets, 2 original mouthpieces and compact double case. Custom
black leather cover with music pocket. he silverplated keywork is in excellent condition. With Acton vent.
SH-135-0195

S/H Clarinet - PAIR - B&H Symphony 1010 Wooden Bb 435671 , A 442882 VGC with Acton vents & original
m/p - READY TO PLAY

*Excellent condition Vintage 1010 clarinet pair from B&H. Highly desirable, each with Acton vent, recently leather padded.
Outfit include the original compact double case itself in remarkable condition for its age.

Tuesday 10.30 to 7.00pm, Wednesday to Saturday 9.30 to 5.30
All goods remain the property of Wood Wind & Reed until paid in full. VAT no. GB 386058230. WWR Ltd

£1,495.00
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SH302

S/H Clarinet - PAIR - Leblanc LL, Bb 23676 | A 46653, Full Boehm silver plated keys - READY TO PLAY
*DM

£1,595.00

* Older prof pair with a powerful, big sound. Some plating wear to s/p keys on Bb particularly. Bb clarinet has leather pads, A
has skin pads. Cased in a Buffet brown double case, somewhat worn with replacement handle. Portnoy BP02 m/p.
SH255

S/H Clarinet - PAIR - Leblanc LL Paris, Bb 26498 | A 23675, Very good cond,Wooden Full Boehm s/p keys READY TO PLAY

£1,595.00

Recently serviced. Custom triple (Bb, A, C) black hard case. Lovely older professional model with additional 'Full Boehm'
features. 'Jump style' keys, some wear & scratches. L/H C/Eb trill, articulated C#/G#. Great tone and response.

CLARINETS IN C
SH-77-0049

S/H Clarinet - LYONS Clarinet in C - Black plastic student Kinder starter model with case - IN WORKSHOP

£75.00

*A lightweight option for the very small but keen beginner the Lyons C can be played in Grade exams through GD3 and has a
fully chromatic range - pitched in C. Made completely of plastic and uses Eb clarinet reeds. With original mouthpiece

CLARINETS IN Eb
SH-124-0028

S/H Clarinet in Eb - Bundy USA Plastic body 8748 VGC, N/P keys, Vandoren B44 m/p, Masters lig & cap READY TO PLAY

£395.00

*Recently overhauled to a high standard, this Bundy Eb would make an excellent occasional use instrument. Strong bright
tone and good tuning with a very even sound. A wonderful school band model and easy to play.
SH815

S/H Clarinet in Eb - B&H Imperial Wooden 303121 Excellent S/P keywork, Original case & Mouthpiece READY TO PLAY

£1,495.00

*Rarely available - one of the most popular Eb clarinets ever manufactured this Boosey & Hawkes Imperial is very good
condition showing only slight plating wear. Reknowned for good intonation and fingering comfort. An outstanding value.

BASS CLARINETS
ABCLTCASEBL-D1
S/H Clarinet,

CASE ONLY, Bass Clarinet, Yamaha for Instrument to low C Wood frame Rectangular Black
finish SECOND HAND

SH158

S/H Clarinet - BASS CLARINET - Vintage Buffet to low Eb, Register & Bb keys, Nickel silver keywork - in
workshop *DM

£75.00

£2,175.00

Original stitched leather case with purple lining. This is an older vintage period instrument with seperate touched for Bb and
register keys. The wooden body and keywork are in excellent condition for age. Brown leather pads.
SH906

S/H Clarinet - BASS CLARINET - Selmer to low C, Y4794 ~ 1980s vintage, Custom Keywork & Wooden Bell
- IN WORKSHOP

£5,995.00

*This is a rare Selmer bass with customisation to improve the keywork and sound including the hand-crafted wooden bell by
Bangham - an excellent players instrument! Supplied with the original tuneable crook, C** m/p in a convenient gig bag.

Others
SH852

S/H TRIAL Clarinet - Yamaha YCL26 Student 044766 Shiny plastic body with nickelplated keys, Vandoren
B45 - READY TO PLAY
*This YCL26 clarinet is an early student model in very good shape having been well maintained. It is supplied with its
original case and an upgrade ebonite mouthpiece. A fine outfit which any learner could use for years and years.

Tuesday 10.30 to 7.00pm, Wednesday to Saturday 9.30 to 5.30
All goods remain the property of Wood Wind & Reed until paid in full. VAT no. GB 386058230. WWR Ltd

£220.00
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Special Offers on New Stock

PRC1R

REED TRIMMER CUTTER Eb CLARINET PRESTINI WITH REGULATOR - SPECIAL
OFFER !

£13.99

VRG-D

~d TWO REED GUARDS CLARINET VANDOREN ( PURPLE) & VITO (BLACK) NO
ELASTIC - DISCOUNT * SPECIAL OFFER *

£2.45

93VC3-D

~d LIG ONLY Eb CLARINET VANDOREN MASTERS INVERTED LIGATURE N/P - SHOP
SOILED - Discounted Item * SPECIAL OFFER *

£18.00

93VC3

~d LIG & CAP Eb CLARINET VANDOREN MASTERS INVERTED LIGATURE N/P - LAST
STOCK AVAILABLE * SPECIAL OFFER * >

£12.00

AVRT16

~~ REED CARE REED TRIMMER CUTTER Bb CLARINET VANDOREN WHITE MASTER
REEDS TIP PROFILE ADJUSTABLE * SPECIAL OFFER *

£140.15

AVRT18

~~ REED CARE REED TRIMMER CUTTER Bb CLARINET VANDOREN BLACK MASTER
REEDS TIP PROFILE ADJUSTABLE * SPECIAL OFFER *

£140.15

Tuesday 10.30 to 7.00pm, Wednesday to Saturday 9.30 to 5.30
All goods remain the property of Wood Wind & Reed until paid in full. VAT no. GB 386058230. WWR Ltd

